ACROSS
1. Fork point
4. Heartthrob doctor of TV and old movies
9. Anderson Cooper’s network
10. Adventurous archaeologist
12. Implant
14. Not ___ many words
15. Originally called
16. ___-de-France
17. Doctor who hates Austin Powers
18. Boots Randolph instrument
19. Rapa ___ (aka Easter Island)
20. Rapper and NCIS: Los Angeles actor
21. Panhandle
22. Fish-eating hawk
23. Former love
24. In the thick of
25. ___ Carta
26. San ___
27. Dark drinks
29. Teenage sitcom doctor
31. Paddle
32. Doctor who loved Lara
33. Fallon or Stewart, for example

DOWN
1. “Abominable” doctor played by Vincent Price
2. Ancient
3. Nana
4. Military clothing color
5. Motor City gridders
6. King toppers
7. These pros help you heal
8. 14th letter
13. This as well as that
15. Originally called
16. ___-de-France
17. Doctor who hates Austin Powers
18. Boots Randolph instrument
19. Rapa ___ (aka Easter Island)
20. Rapper and NCIS: Los Angeles actor
21. Panhandle
22. Fish-eating hawk
25. ___ Carta
26. San ___
27. Dark drinks
29. Teenage sitcom doctor
31. Paddle
32. Doctor who loved Lara
33. Fallon or Stewart, for example
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